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Executive Summary

Transportation infrastructure in the North connects communities and fosters security to a degree that is unparalleled in other regions in Canada. Economic and lifestyle factors in this region rely heavily on the transportation network – a network that, when reliable, reduces the costs of living, supports inter-community and social mobility, and promotes effective resource development. One hundred and fifty-six airports, of which 67 are located in the Yukon, Northwest Territories, and Nunavut, lie within the permafrost zones of Canada. Of those airports, 32% can be found in the continuous permafrost region and an additional 45% in regions with discontinuous permafrost. Air temperature in northern Canada has warmed and is projected to continue to do so at more than double the global rate, significantly impacting permafrost, as well as local weather conditions that are critical for safe aviation operations.

Recognizing the critical nature of airport infrastructure, a literature review and a stakeholder questionnaire were conducted with the goal of compiling existing analysis methodologies for carrying out risk and vulnerability assessments for northern aviation infrastructure in a changing climate. The review and the questionnaire revealed that risk and vulnerability assessments have been completed to date; however, inconsistencies were identified regarding the methodology and associated definitions, including the approach for climate change data inclusion, addressing the uncertainties in the climate change projections, and the physical and operational elements considered. As a result, it is recommended that a specific standard on climate change vulnerability assessments for northern airports be developed that includes guidance on the following:

- The methodology to be used for the analysis;
- Risk and vulnerability assessment terminology;
- Climate parameters and their projected changes;
- Consideration of uncertainties from the projections and operations (e.g., traffic volumes, aircraft types); and
- How to apply the results in a decision-making process as well as in operations and maintenance.

A climate change vulnerability assessment should address the full spectrum of airport operations and maintenance activities and not be limited to the assessment of the physical infrastructure. This broader, holistic view ensures that the current and future demands of an airport are met, its resilience identified, and adequate adaptation measures presented. In particular in the North, planning is essential as significant effort may be required to implement particular measures.

Based on the work completed, the need for a standard in support of climate change risk and vulnerability assessments was identified. This standard should be specifically tailored towards northern airport infrastructure and include the holistic view required for adequate adaptation planning.
1.0 Introduction

1.1 Northern Airport Context and Importance

Northern transportation infrastructure “connects communities and fosters security like no other place in Canada” [1]. Thus, the economy and way of life in the region relies heavily on the transportation network [2]. Reliability in this network “reduces the costs of living, supports inter-community and social mobility ... [and] fosters effective resource development” [2].

Most northern communities are isolated with air travel being their only year-round option for the transport of goods and people [2]. Of the airports present in the Territories and Nunavik (northern Quebec), the majority are founded on permafrost [2]–[4] with gravel traffic surfaces (Section 0). The permafrost foundation is sensitive to changes in climate conditions, particularly warming air temperatures and precipitation affecting the dangers to which the infrastructure is exposed. Pendakur [3] noted dangers, including permafrost degradation (also noted in [5], [6]), changing or increasing snow drifting patterns, rainfall, surface icing, wind, and fog, all of which impact aviation safety, airport operations and maintenance, and runway and taxiway stability.

As indicated, these infrastructures are critical in the North and, in the absence of any all-season road network, will likely be utilized even more in the future; with increasing populations [7], [9] and desire to connect to the South, combined with decreasing durations of the winter road season [3].

The critical nature of these infrastructures has not influenced decision-makers to support and address the challenges associated with the current state of the infrastructure nor potential resilience to climate change. Northern aviation infrastructure is “too much of an afterthought” when it comes to infrastructure decisions [1]. For example, the Auditor General of Canada (AGC) [10] reviewed whether Transport Canada (TC) addressed and assessed civil aviation infrastructure needs in Canada’s North. The AGC concluded that TC had all the information needed to address challenges for northern Canada’s aviation infrastructure but did not take the lead to meet these challenges. In addition, the AGC determined that more investment is needed to address the safety disparity [10].

The purpose of this study is to develop a comprehensive set of best practices and guidance material for users and regulators, on the critical steps that must be taken when conducting a climate change risk/vulnerability assessment for airports located in Canada’s North. The study included a review of the climate and vulnerability/risk assessment literature and a questionnaire and interviews with stakeholders to determine existing methods in use to analyze airport, transportation, and other infrastructures with case study examples.

"Northern transportation infrastructures are critical in the absence of any all-season road network and will likely be utilized even more in the future, with increasing populations and desire to connect to the South."

1 An event or condition that causes damage to infrastructure or safe conditions.
Information on the use of climate data models to support the assessment and recommendations for the development of effective adaptation strategies for risk reduction are also presented.

1.2 The North
In this report, “the North” or “northern” is used in the context of where the environment is controlled by extended periods of freezing temperatures and associated terrain conditions. Politically, northern Canada, or “the North,” consists of the 3.5 m km² of the three territories – Yukon, Northwest Territories, and Nunavut. In this report, however, we focus on challenges typically related to changes in permafrost conditions and therefore extend the traditional definition of the North to areas where permafrost may be present. In particular in eastern Canada, this includes northern Ontario, Manitoba, and Nunavik. As such, the term northern or the North, is used in a broader context within this report than it would traditionally be used.

1.3 An Overview of Airports in Canada’s North
A total of 202 airports located in seven provinces and the three territories, which are located within or close to a permafrost zone, were evaluated in terms of their spatial distribution in comparison to the 1995 permafrost map of Canada from the National Atlas of Canada [13] (Figure 1). A total of 156 airports, of which 67 are located in the three Canadian territories, lay within a permafrost zone. Of those, about 32% are

Figure 1: Distribution of 202 airports in or close to a permafrost zone. Airport information is based on Canadian Airport Charts [12], and the permafrost distribution map is based on The National Atlas of Canada [13].

---

1 Soil or rock, with or without ice that have been at or below 0°C for a minimum of two consecutive years [11].
Table 1: Permafrost Distribution and Runway Characteristics of Airports Located in Permafrost Zones. All Runway Data from Canadian Airport Charts [12]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Runway Characteristics (length / surface)</th>
<th>&lt; 600 m / &lt; 2000 ft</th>
<th>600 m – 1200 m / 2000 ft – 4000 ft</th>
<th>1200 m – 1800 m / 4000 ft – 6000 ft</th>
<th>1800 m – 2400 m / 6000 ft – 8000 ft</th>
<th>&gt; 2400 m / &gt; 8000 ft</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gravel (grav.) asph. (asph.)</td>
<td>grav. asph. grav. asph. grav. asph. grav. asph. grav. asph. grav. asph.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Permafrost</td>
<td>1 0 19 0 21 0 5 2 0 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extensive Discontinuous Permafrost</td>
<td>0 0 12 0 6 1 0 2 0 0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sporadic Discontinuous Permafrost</td>
<td>1 0 23 0 11 9 0 3 0 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isolated Patches of Permafrost</td>
<td>0 0 18 0 5 6 0 7 0 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>2 0 72 0 43 16 5 14 0 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1% — 46% — 28% 10% 3% 9% — 3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*NOTES: For airports with more than one runway, the characteristics of the longest runway were included. Runway surface: asph.: asphalt; grav.: gravel.*

Table 2: Territorial and Provincial Distribution of Airports Located in Permafrost Zones

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zones*</th>
<th>YT</th>
<th>NT</th>
<th>NU</th>
<th>BC</th>
<th>AB</th>
<th>SK</th>
<th>MB</th>
<th>ON</th>
<th>QC</th>
<th>NL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Permafrost Zones (bold marks the dominant zone): 1 Continuous Permafrost; 2 Extensive Discontinuous Permafrost; 3 Sporadic Discontinuous Permafrost; 4 Isolated Patches of Permafrost

Figure 2: Distribution of Canadian airports located within a permafrost zone

located in the continuous permafrost zone, 45% in discontinuous permafrost zones, and the remainder in the zone of isolated patches (Figure 2). Table 1 provides additional information specifically with regards to runway characteristics. This compilation, as well as Figure 1, highlights that most northern airports have gravel runways and have runway lengths between 600 m and 1200 m (2000 ft and 4000 ft). There are total of four asphalt runways in the continuous permafrost zone (Churchill, MB; Inuvik (Mike Zubko), NWT; Iqaluit, NU; Rankin Inlet, NU) and 16 are in the two discontinuous zones. Finally, Table 2 provides a provincial and territorial distribution of the airports shown.

1.4 Northern Airport Requirements

Airports in the North differ from airports in the South in many ways. The harsh climatic conditions affect structural components and operations in various complex manners. The changes in the climatic conditions manifest
themselves through changes in weather patterns, such as major changes in wind direction, freeze-thaw cycles, or moisture and fog development. These changes can have impacts on infrastructure foundations in response to thaw settlement or erosion, or in terms of airport operations. A need has been identified for improvement and investment in northern aviation infrastructure, to meet current safety standards and to adapt to climate change. In response to this need, various organizations have provided comments for addressing climate impact and resiliency in the northern infrastructure:

- Strategies for northern Canada are not complete without climate change adaptation and that is not complete without a focus on infrastructure [1].
- New codes and standards are needed to reflect “what it takes to design, build, and maintain infrastructure in the North” currently and including climate change [1].
- Northern airports should maintain the highest possible standard to support the largely roadless communities [14].
- Infrastructure adaptation plans should include evaluation of potential risks, damage, and costs of permafrost degradation to critical infrastructure [15].
- Risks can be mitigated “with careful planning and investment,” as long as “climate-related risk assessments and vulnerability analyses are incorporated into maintenance, upgrading, and lifecycle management programs” but recent research shows this is not routinely happening [16].
- Risk assessment methods are recommended to address the uncertainties from climate change that are and will continue to affect these infrastructures [17].

Several standards have been developed to address infrastructure design, maintenance, and changing climate conditions. These include:


However, no existing standard covers the specific needs of northern airport infrastructure nor includes the climatic conditions which, if they change, may greatly impact the operations and maintenance of the airports.

2.0 Literature Review

The literature review was designed to focus on three areas of interest:

- The existing and projected climate conditions in Canada’s North;
- Methods and examples of risk assessment methodologies outlined in policy and case study documents; and
- Recommended types of adaptation strategies.

2.1 Climate Change

2.1.1 Arctic Region

Climate change leads to changing frequency, intensity, spatial extent, duration, and timing of extreme weather and climate [18]. In the Arctic, average air temperatures have and are projected to increase more than twice as fast as the rest of the world [5], [19], [20]. The annual duration of snow cover in the Arctic is decreasing by two to four days per decade, even with an increasing accumulation of
These and other factors have increased active layer thicknesses of the permafrost, resulting in a delay in the date of active layer freeze up in northern Alaska by two months and have changed vegetation types, which in turn alters snow-drifting patterns [21].

Global climate models (GCMs) have projected additional warming for the Arctic [22]. Representative concentration pathways (RCPs) 4.5 and 8.5 have projected mean annual air temperatures of 0.6°C and 3.3°C by the 2080s for the Canadian Arctic, respectively; these temperatures are 6.5°C and 9.2°C warmer than current climate norms [23]. More importantly for permafrost regions, warming is non-uniform throughout the year. Summer temperatures are increasing but at a smaller rate than winter temperatures [21], as presented in Table 3: and Figure 3:. Warming winter temperatures impact permafrost due to the reduction in the quantity of heat extracted during the winter through the ground surface or via passive cooling [24], [25]. Airport infrastructure is particularly vulnerable to changes in temperature. The albedo and thermal properties of the infrastructure materials, among other factors, lead to warmer surface temperatures and greater active layer depths on operational surfaces. Consequently, this heat must be extracted during the winter to keep the underlying permafrost from degrading.

The projected global sea level rise by 2100 is approximately 0.52 m to 0.74 m for RCP 4.5 and 8.5, respectively [21]. Bush and Lemmen [20] concluded that local sea level is projected to rise along most of the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of Canada and the Beaufort coast in the Arctic where the land is subsiding or slowly uplifting due to post-glacial rebound. Where the land is uplifting fastest (e.g., in Hudson Bay), local sea level is projected to fall. In those areas where local sea level is projected to rise, the frequency and magnitude of extreme high-water level events will increase. The loss of sea ice in the Arctic and Atlantic Canada further

Figure 3: Projected changes in air temperature increases in Canada for 2081 to 2100 by summer and winter seasons and RCP [20]
increases the risk of damage to coastal infrastructure and the ecosystem as a result of larger storm surges and waves. A significant number of airports in Canada's North (approximately 30) are at elevations of less than 50 m [12] and are therefore more vulnerable to these projected changes in sea level and ice cover.

Statistical methods can also be used to create climatic distributions of weather from multiple models or by the perturbed physics ensemble (PPE) [26]. The multiple model method uses an ensemble of GCMs to create a distribution of climate results, but it understimates the real extent of the climate distributions and should be considered as a lower bound. The PPE method varies input values within a single GCM and uses the outputs, with a credibility rating applied using the Bayesian framework, to develop distributions. However, the PPE method is best utilized for probabilities between 10 and 90% and not the tails of the distributions which are of greatest interest when designing for extreme weather events.

2.1.3 Climate Data Uncertainty

There are limits to climate scientists’ ability to project future climate conditions due to the imperfect representation of climate complexity and foresight of human behaviour [26]. These uncertainties are aleatory4 for the natural variation of the climate, and epistemic5 for the model response, or sensitivity to forcing, and projection of future emissions and climate drivers [26]. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change reports (e.g., [19]) include a level of confidence in the presented data that show the robustness of the evidence to include the epistemic uncertainty in the model results.

Most GCMs provide results in a larger grid that is useful for regional or local conditions [26]. To downscale these data to useful and practical scales, statistical methods are used which introduce additional assumptions and bias corrections.

2.1.4 Climate Data for Infrastructure Design

Climate change will impact infrastructure throughout its service life, but the amount and rate of change is uncertain and must be included in infrastructure design or redesign [23], [26]. Most often, climate and extreme weather probabilities used as the basis of engineering design are written into codes and standards assuming that the average shifts but the distributions of climate data remain unchanged. However, this assumption of stationarity may not be valid for future climate projections [26], [30].

The organizations or methods outlined in the previous section could provide some of those data, but it may be necessary to consult the expertise of a climate scientist or other climate projection specialist depending on the project requirements [26], [31]. However, some of the weather events and climate conditions that affect airport

Table 3: Projected Arctic Air Temperature Increases for the 2080s by Summer and Winter Seasons and RCP [21]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RCP</th>
<th>Summer (Jun–Aug)</th>
<th>Winter (Dec–Feb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3–4°C</td>
<td>7–9°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>4–7°C</td>
<td>11–13°C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

3 The process of taking data from a larger area and using local factors to scale the data to a smaller aerial extent.
4 Uncertainty or variability due to inherent randomness of a parameter or variable.
5 Uncertainty due to imperfect knowledge of a randomness of a parameter or variable; bias between calculated statistics and reality.
infrastructure and operations do not have projections available for future conditions, such as wind direction or intensity changes, freeze-thaw cycles, and visibility. Dangers associated with these parameters will have significant uncertainties and limitations.

### 3.0 Risk Analysis Methods

Risk and vulnerability assessments to deal with climate uncertainties are recommended by multiple engineering organizations [32]–[34] and the International Organization for Standardization (ISO 31000).

The process of completing a risk analysis includes the following steps, as adapted from the Public Infrastructure Engineering Vulnerability Committee (PIEVC) [35] and Public Safety Canada [36]:

1. Identify the dangers to which the infrastructure is exposed;
2. Characterize these dangers;
3. Calculate or assign the hazard, vulnerability, and consequence;
4. Evaluate the risk by multiplying the hazard by vulnerability and consequence;
5. Rank the risks;
6. Treat those that exceed the infrastructure or the stakeholder’s risk tolerance; and
7. Monitor performance and reassess the risks periodically.

This section outlines methods of varying complexities that are used to analyze infrastructure with these basic steps. In general, there are three possible levels of risk analysis [36] ranging from qualitative analysis to fully quantitative analyses. In a Tier 1 analysis, data from published sources are used with predefined rubrics to complete a qualitative analysis. In a Tier 3 assessment, all of the risk analysis factors are calculated from the most up-to-date data and methods available at the time of the analysis. The combination of quantitative methods and qualitative methods where there are gaps in the data, along with engineering judgement, defines a Tier 2 analysis.

### 3.1 Definitions and Terminology

The domain of risk assessment does not use terminology consistently. For clarity in this report, the following definitions from Lacasse et al. [38] are used:

**Danger**: Phenomenon that could lead to damage to a system, described by geometry, mechanical and other characteristics.

---

*Effective March 30, 2020, ownership and control of the PIEVC Program, including the Protocol, has been transferred to a partnership consisting of the Institute for Catastrophic Loss Reduction (ICLR), the Climate Risk Institute (CRI), and Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH.*
Exposure: Circumstances of being exposed to a danger.

Hazard: Probability that a danger occurs within a given period of time.

Consequence: The worth of a loss, direct or indirect, from the occurrence of a danger.

Vulnerability: The degree of loss to a given element or set of elements within the area affected by a hazard, expressed on a scale of 0 (no loss) to 1 (total loss).

Risk: Measure of the probability and severity of an adverse effect to life, health, property, or environment. Risk is hazard multiplied by consequence and vulnerability.

For a climate change risk assessment, the danger is an impact as a result of climate change over a specific timeframe, but for this danger to occur, the system must be exposed to the climate condition that will initiate the danger's occurrence.

Other relevant definitions used in this report:

System: The location, infrastructure, interaction or element under analysis.

Fragility: A measure of changes to exposure, hazard, consequence, vulnerability or risk in light of an uncertain condition.

Resilience: The capacity of a system, community or society to absorb, accommodate and recover from climate change impacts and maintain function through the changes.

Mitigation: Actions that will reduce the concentration of greenhouse gases within the atmosphere that drive climate change.

Adaptation: Actions that will reduce the exposure, hazard or consequence associated with danger to a system; actions that improve a system's resiliency.

Stakeholder: Persons or groups with vested interests in a system. This could be community groups, governmental organizations, cultural groups, managing organizations, environmental groups, researchers, etc.

3.2 Risk Analysis Process

3.2.1. Identify (1) and Characterize Dangers (2)

The first two steps in the analysis identify and characterize dangers. For dangers associated with changing climate conditions, exposure is a key item in risk assessment [18]. Exposure can be determined in two ways: (1) top-down or (2) bottom-up [26], [39]. In a top-down approach, projected climate conditions are used to determine the climate event induced dangers to which the infrastructure is exposed. Bottom-up approaches begin with the infrastructure to determine climate-event-induced dangers that have the potential to adversely impact the infrastructure; the climate projections are then used to determine the infrastructure’s exposure.

The two approaches are illustrated below for an example runway founded on permafrost where one section of the runway is founded on bedrock and another on ice-rich soils:

- **Top-down:** Average air temperatures are projected to increase and will result in permafrost degradation across the infrastructure. Only the portion of the runway founded on ice-rich permafrost will be exposed to thaw settlement as a danger.

- **Bottom-up:** The site's ice-rich permafrost poses a danger if the permafrost degrades due to the potential for thaw settlement. At the site, average air temperatures are expected to increase, exposing that section of the runway to thaw settlement dangers.

Once the dangers have been identified, they must be characterized. For a qualitative analysis, this characterization can be a verbal description of the danger [24]. For example, changing patterns of snow accumulation and drifting due to shifting wind patterns will alter the locations of, and increase feedback for, permafrost degradation at the toe of embankments, initiating embankment slope instabilities. In a quantitative analysis of hazard, the danger is defined mathematically from a limit state function (factor of safety equation) or serviceability limit. Using this example of snow drifting, the danger would be the slope stability factor of the safety equation combined with a thermal analysis for the given climate condition.
3.2.2. Calculate or Assign Hazard, Consequence, and Vulnerability (3)

The third step in the analysis forms the majority of the effort associated with a risk assessment. Depending on the level of effort identified, the hazard, consequence, and vulnerability can be calculated or assigned.

Hazard: Hazard can be assigned from a rubric defining probabilities of occurrence using descriptions, like those used in Table 4, or can be directly calculated. When using a rubric, judgement is required in assigning the hazard factors. Hazard can be calculated for a danger using past occurrence data or from the uncertainty in input parameters; further discussion is presented in Brooks [24]. In the context of climate-change-related dangers, past experience cannot be used to determine hazard as the changing climate variability will not be reflected in historical data. There are additional challenges and complications for hazard calculation from input parameter uncertainties; specifically, sufficient data are required to determine distribution functions for all uncertain parameters, including projected climate variation and interannual variability.

Consequence and Vulnerability: As with hazard, consequence can be calculated or can be assigned a factor from a rubric based on fatalities, cost of repair, or other factors (e.g., environmental, social, or cultural impacts). Consequence factors, defined from a rubric, can be developed in consultation with project stakeholders. Calculated consequence can be the direct costs (i.e., repair costs of the infrastructure) or combined with the indirect costs (i.e., economic losses, costs of transport via another mode, or fatalities and environmental impact costs) in a quantitative or semi-quantitative analysis [24], [40].

Vulnerability and consequence are often linked and are not considered independent unless the consequence of a specific danger is difficult to calculate specifically; for example, the consequences of a tsunami inundation for a community. In this case, the consequence is defined as the cost of total loss of the infrastructure in the exposed area and vulnerability is a factor reflecting and correlating the severity of the danger (i.e., tsunami wave height) and damage [40]. Vulnerability is a key term in distinguishing high probability/low consequence dangers from low probability/high consequence dangers [41].

3.2.2.1 Case Studies for Hazard, Consequence and Vulnerability

Practical examples of risk assessments, their methods for hazard, consequence, and vulnerability determination are presented below, classified according to the level of effort and data required to complete the analysis.

Qualitative methods (Tier 1) use different approaches:

- ICF [41] created a climate risk framework for British Columbia using defined stakeholder meetings to assign hazard and consequence factors from rubrics for a qualitative analysis that took into account multiple consequence sectors, including health, social function, cultural resources, economic vitality, and natural resources. The method was similar to Tonmoy et al. [37]. Vulnerability is considered in the potential consequences directly.

- A qualitative vulnerability assessment of the North Alaska Highway was completed using a method developed using site permafrost conditions [43]. The vulnerability analysis was based on a combined measure of volumetric ice content, thickness of the permafrost, and permafrost temperatures. Hazard and consequence were not considered in this analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hazard Factor</th>
<th>Climate Event Hazard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>negligible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>improbable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>remote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>occasional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>often</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>probable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>certain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The % is the probability of occurrence of a danger, while the ratio is the frequency of occurrence in years.
Researchers from the University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF), the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), and the Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory (CRREL) [44] worked in conjunction to develop a qualitative analysis method which combined consequence (impact factor) with hazard (time to damage, probability based on frequency) with a confidence factor. The result is a qualitative analysis of various Alaska communities and their risk rank for erosion, flooding, and permafrost thaw settlement.

Semi-quantitative methods (Tier 2) use the data available to calculate a portion of the hazard, consequence, or vulnerability metrics used in a risk analysis:

- The PIEVC's method has allowances for each of the tiers in the analysis. This analysis method pairs an infrastructure element with a climate change event. The hazard and severity associated with each pairing is calculated or assigned a value from rubrics, where severity is defined as the consequences of loss in performance of functionality. This method has been used in the analysis of climate risk for three northern airports (Inuvik, NT; Cambridge Bay, NU; Churchill, MB) [45]–[47] and 100 km of Highway 3 near Yellowknife, NT [48]. The airport studies are discussed in greater detail in Section 4.0.

- A semi-quantitative method for risk assessment was developed by Brooks [24]. This method was bottom-up and used Monte Carlo statistical methods and engineering calculations to quantitatively determine the hazard associated with a site and its climatic distribution. The method is specific to permafrost embankment infrastructure and dangers affecting that infrastructure type. Climate change is accounted for in the method, using a fragility assessment, where climate parameters are varied, and the hazard and risk recalculated.

A full quantitative analysis (Tier 3) of risk in a northern context has not been completed to the authors’ knowledge. The authors suspect this is due either to a lack of data or significant uncertainty within the analysis.

3.2.4 Evaluate (4) and Rank Risks (5)

Steps 4 and 5 involve evaluating the risk value for each danger, which is completed by multiplying hazard, consequence, and vulnerability. Once the risk is calculated, risks are ranked from highest to lowest.

3.2.5 Determine Risks Exceeding Tolerable Threshold (6)

In step 6, working with stakeholders is considered necessary to determine a risk threshold at which the infrastructure must be adapted to increase its resiliency. The decision to accept a level of risk will require a balancing of risks, costs, benefits, and other social values to determine an acceptable threshold [26], [49], [50]. Decision-making analysis methods and strategies for adaptation are discussed below in further detail.

A review of the thaw settlement vulnerability study [43] of the North Alaska Highway in the Yukon was completed to identify locations to test adaptation methods for the highway to increase its resiliency in relation to climate change. Each site was assessed individually, and the specific adaptation methods recommended were based on site conditions and future climate projections.

3.2.6 Monitor Performance, Reassess, and Communicate (7)

Step 7 takes place once a risk assessment is completed. At that stage, the climate factors and indicators of the riskiest dangers’ occurrence identified should be monitored and reassessed periodically [51]. The level of risk accepted should be communicated to stakeholders and this should include a discussion of climate projection uncertainty and how that uncertainty affects or limits the risk assessment [26], [52].

3.3 Fragility Analysis

Fragility analysis is a method where an uncertain parameter, often climate-specific, is systematically varied to recalculate or reassign hazard, vulnerability, and consequence values. A correlation between the parameter’s variation and risk, hazard or consequence can then be established. This method was proposed
by Brooks [23] to correlate hazards for permafrost embankment infrastructure to mean annual air temperature, assuming stationarity of the air temperature distribution.

### 3.4 Infrastructure Resiliency

Infrastructure resilience is a complex problem involving the physical infrastructure, people, the environment, operations, maintenance, and emergency response [50]. In essence, it requires an intersystem analysis approach to include power, healthcare, distribution, communications, etc. To increase the development of a more resilient infrastructure, a number of disciplines must collaborate, including policymakers, planners, investors, industry representatives, designers, engineers, researchers, disaster response professionals, standard developers, and community members [53].

“If communities can make their infrastructure resilient to the impacts of climate change, they can increase the likelihood of rapid recovery” [53]. Any increase in infrastructure resiliency cannot be completed without identifying vulnerabilities by completing a risk assessment [52]. “The key to developing cost-effective adaptation of climate change risks is a combination of early action, on-going infrastructure and operation improvements, and no-regret measures” [52].

### 4.0 Existing Airport PIEVC Analyses

PIEVC methodology pairs infrastructure components and climate events, for which a relevant interaction exists (Figure 4), which are each analyzed individually depending on the type of infrastructure and its potential climate change factors. The iterations may result in a large number of infrastructure components, known as climate parameter pairs. The reporting includes confidence in the potential for the climate parameters to occur, but it is not included in the risk calculation. The airport assessments included climate effects on airport operations, including visibility, low-cloud ceilings, and frost; however, it is difficult to project the probability of occurrence for these events as they are “second or third order climate events” that are not easily projected from GCMs [45]–[47].

In the three airport studies available for northern airports in Canada – Cambridge Bay, Nunavut [45], Churchill, Manitoba [46], and the Mike Zubko Airport in Inuvik, Northwest Territories [47] – the major climate parameters that are projected to impact future airport operations are rainfall, visibility, frost, ground thawing, and climate variability. The highest risk combinations were ranked as medium-high and these tended to be operations and maintenance related. No engineering actions were recommended in these assessments; however, there were recommended actions to improve data availability for future assessments. These actions consisted of documentation of maintenance and repair data, systematic collection of frost, visibility and weather conditions, review of management procedures, and creating an asset management protocol.

**Figure 4: PIEVC: Climate and infrastructure interaction. Adapted from PIEVC [35], with permission from the Institute for Catastrophic Loss Prevention**

---

**5.0 Adaptation Strategies**

A hierarchy of adaptation options has been proposed in the literature to build infrastructure resilience and reduce risks associated with climate change [30], [51], [54] that comprise no-regret actions, low-regret actions, and adaptive management or learning.

- **No-regret actions** are those actions that would be taken without climate change but increase resiliency or adaptive capacity in light of it. These include monitoring, data gathering, forensic studies of past disasters, and disaster planning.
• **Low-regret actions** includes options such as the observational method (described in further detail in the next section), regulation or avoidance of development in locations vulnerable to climate change, adaptive maintenance strategies, test plots of adaptation measures, strategic planning incorporating climate change, and retrofitting to increase resilience. The actions tend to be less expensive, relative to the total project costs and either explore or test future adaptation methods or incorporate climate change planning in all infrastructure areas (i.e., operations, safety, asset management, etc.).

• **Adaptive management** includes reconstruction or replacement of infrastructure, or infrastructure relocation from highly vulnerable locations. These actions tend to be high cost and decision-making tools that can or should be used to select options of the greatest benefit.

6.0 Other Analysis Methods

In situations of deep uncertainty, like those associated with climate change, “the decision-making process becomes as important as the facts that support the decisions” [50]. The following additional methods may be applied for decision-making following the completion of a risk assessment.

• **Cost-benefit or cost-effectiveness analysis:** Used to differentiate between alternative plans on the basis of present cost over a period of time, usually annually or through the service life of the infrastructure. Analyses must consider uncertainties in climate conditions, but this is difficult to include [31], [54].

• **Multi-criterial decision analysis:** Costs and benefits are measured on a values scale reflecting the desirability of the options from the decision-maker’s perspective [31].

• **Robust decision-making:** Identify the full range of plausible future states, the robust alternative is the option that covers as many future states as possible. Often used for situations with high uncertainty [31].

• **Observational method:** Design or select the alternative that best covers the most probable, not most unfavourable, conditions with provisions to augment the design during the service life based on monitoring [26].

• **Participatory methods:** Methods that support the inclusion of experts and users in the decision-making and assessment process; best results are accomplished with a wide variety of stakeholders [31].

7.0 Knowledge Gaps and Reported Recommendations for Northern Aviation Infrastructure

Climate change is affecting and will continue to affect Canada. The rate and magnitude of change is amplified in the Arctic. Unfortunately, the Arctic, which is “most susceptible to the adverse impacts of climate change, is most reliant on transportation infrastructure” [55], particularly aviation.

Northern aviation infrastructure is often founded upon permafrost (Section 0) which may be ice-rich and, generally, consists of a gravel runway with ancillary taxiways and structures. The presence of permafrost and the critical nature of aviation infrastructure to northern communities make the climate change risk assessments key tools in planning and decision-making for adaptation. Climate risks cannot be reduced without careful planning and investment, but recent research shows integration of risk and vulnerability analyses into maintenance, upgrading, and life-cycle management programs is not happening on a routine basis [16].

Based on the literature review that was completed to determine existing methods for risk assessments with attention to the remote northern aviation infrastructure, various methods and a generalized risk analysis process were identified. However, these methods have inadequacies for northern infrastructure. The following gaps were identified through the literature review:

1. For accurate decision-making, consistent methodologies for the development of local climate change projections via downscaling across climate centres should be used [56]. This will allow comparison of risk assessments across territories and provinces.

2. The risk assessment methodologies have been adapted for various levels of effort depending on the resources and data available to complete the analysis. However, no method is consistent with its definitions, methodology for climate change data inclusion, or
handling of climate change projection uncertainty. To that end, risk assessors should work in consultation with climate scientists for an interdisciplinary understanding of climate uncertainty and consistent handling of the data.

3. “Transport operations are more sensitive to climate change than transport infrastructure” [57]. Existing risk assessment methods focus on the state-of-infrastructure and do not include provisions for maintenance and operations. On a day-to-day basis, it is maintenance and operations that directly interact with the consequences of climate change.

4. Once a risk assessment has been completed, little action is taken for adaptation. A lack of action could be due to the following reasons: (1) a lack of publications reporting the adaptation; (2) a lack of understanding of the risk assessment’s results and interpretation; (3) a lack of funding available for action; (4) uncertainty or a lack of confidence in new methods for climate change adaptation; (5) or a “lack of awareness, information, and guidance,” which were identified as “key barriers preventing aviation organizations from taking climate adaptation” measures [52]. New methods for adaptation should be tested at large or full scales to prove their effectiveness and be designed specifically for the site’s conditions [21].

5. None of the risk assessment case studies are known to have been repeated in order to determine risk changes with time and additional climate change. Their effectiveness in identifying the greatest risks has not been tested. Empirical correlations between risk and previously observed danger occurrence has been completed [24], but risk (including consequence, vulnerability, and resilience) has not been analyzed over the life of an infrastructure.

While methods for risk assessment exist, additional work needs to be completed to improve and prove their effectiveness and use in planning and adaptation of northern infrastructure.

8.0 Questionnaire and Interviews

8.1 Questionnaire Introduction

A stakeholder questionnaire was developed in order to collect information regarding current practice and need for risk assessments of northern airports. The literature review presented in the previous section was used as a starting point to design a questionnaire that was split into the following seven main sections:

- General information about the respondents;
- General information about the airports with which they interact;
- The consideration of climate change in their analyses, planning, etc.;
- Risk and vulnerability assessment methodologies;
- The inclusion of climate change in risk and vulnerability assessments;
• Result communication and usefulness, follow up analysis; and
• Respondents’ thoughts on a new standard.

In total, 100 individuals were contacted, including managers, researchers, designers, and regulators. The questionnaire was completed within Microsoft Forms and a link to the questionnaire was distributed to those contacted and to professional networks whose members might be interested in the topic. The questionnaire was opened to respondents on February 17, 2020 and closed on March 13, 2020.

A total of 27 respondents participated in the questionnaire. A summary of the key results is presented in the following section. The complete responses are presented graphically, in word clouds and in text form.

8.2 Results

8.2.1 Respondent Information

The respondents were employed by federal, provincial, or state departments of transportation, worked with engineering consulting companies, or worked in universities (Figure 5) and who worked routinely with embankment supported infrastructure (i.e., airports and roadways). The aspect of the respondents’ work with northern airports varied but included persons involved in planning, operations or maintenance, infrastructure design, and users (Figure 6).

8.2.2 Infrastructure Types and Existing Conditions

The respondents were asked to respond to the following questions either thinking of the airport they interacted with most or an average of the majority of the airports they interacted with.

In general, the existing northern airport infrastructure met their needs, their organizations’ needs, and those of the communities the airports serve. The importance of these airport infrastructure systems also came to light in the responses: 30% of respondents noted the airport they interacted with most often was the sole connection for the community it serves, and an additional 37% noted that they interacted with multiple airports and some of those were the communities’ sole connection. The airports were located within 20 km (80%) of the community, with the majority (55%) of airports located within 5 km. More than 90% of the respondents noted the airports were located in permafrost zones and that 44% were underlain by ice-rich permafrost. Approximately 50% of the airports did not have a paved runway. The condition of the infrastructure was reportedly moderate, but 60% (25 respondents) noted that they had observed “significant increases” in airport deterioration in the last 10 years.

Most airports experienced fewer than 20 flights per day. However, the population of the North is increasing (in particular in Nunavut, where the population growth between 2011 and 2016 was twice Canada’s average).
and most respondents noted that moderately increased airport traffic is expected in the future. Existing airport traffic consisted largely of prop planes for cargo and passenger services.

8.2.3 Climate Change Considerations

Ninety-six percent of respondents noted that climate change and its adverse impacts were recognized by their respective organizations. They expect the impact of climate change on northern airports to be moderate to severe. Respondents provided a text response giving their reason for choosing the severity of climate change impacts. Those results were compiled into a word cloud presented in Figure 7. Words with connotations of permafrost warming and ground ice thaw were significant in the word cloud.

When asked which source they preferred to use for climate change projection data for any analyses, the respondents noted a preference for government or university climate centres (including Scenarios Network for Alaska and Arctic Planning, https://www.snap.uaf.edu/) with internal projections, or projections from a climate scientist specific to the project and literature. The respondents’ organizations plan for little to no change in the rate of greenhouse gas emissions when considering climate change in infrastructure analysis and no standardization was identified in the criteria used for selecting the most appropriate model envelope and/or scenario. Both governmental and private sector respondents have participated in risk or vulnerability assessments but personal involvement in assessments for airports is less than organizational participation. The written responses describing the reason for the choice in emissions were summarized in the word cloud in Figure 8.

8.2.4 Risk and Vulnerability Assessments

The respondents from public and private sectors were asked a series of questions about their organizations’ and their personal involvement in risk or vulnerability assessments for infrastructure. In general, respondents were aware of risk and vulnerability assessments that have been completed but respondents were less likely to have personal involvement in the assessments, and slightly more than half of the respondents had been involved in assessing an airport’s infrastructure (Figure 9).

Figure 7: Word cloud of responses to the question "Why did you choose the score for the question 'How adverse do you feel the impacts will be to the airport you interact with most?"
As described in Section 3.1, the definition used in the assessment has an impact on the utility of the results and their interpretation. To this end, respondents were asked how the assessment defined risk and vulnerability (Figure 10). Definitions of vulnerability included the following terms, in decreasing frequency of respondents:

- Potential for a negative impact to occur;
- Likelihood of occurrence of a danger; and
- The ability to cope with or implement changes.

Risk was defined in three ways:

- A product of the probability and consequences of occurrence of a danger;
- The probability of occurrence of a danger; and
- The consequences of occurrence of a danger.

Note that these definitions overlap in one instance. Often, the PIEVC definitions were referred to explicitly by respondents. The PIEVC defines vulnerability in a manner consistent with the definitions presented in Section 3.1; however, the PIEVC does not use the same terminology for risk. In PIEVC assessments, this report's definition of risk is known as “engineering vulnerability.” The PIEVC definition of “engineering vulnerability” includes both the likelihood of impacts to infrastructure and their consequences within the definition; thus, it resembles this report’s definition for risk.

The methodologies used in the analysis also varied considerably. Seventy-five percent of respondents who were aware of the methodology used either original methods for vulnerability or risk analysis specific to the project, PIEVC methodologies, or hazard prediction. One respondent also noted the risk assessment method examined their organization’s risk with regards to infrastructure interactions.

These assessments were generally focused on the physical infrastructure and not on the operations and maintenance of the airports. The elements of the airport included in the assessments are presented in Figure 11.

The inclusion of climate change projections into the risk and vulnerability assessments was reported by 70% of respondents for northern infrastructure, while 80% of respondents noted the risk or vulnerability assessment was completed for infrastructure underlain by permafrost. When the analysis was completed, the four climate parameters resulting in the highest risks were air and ground temperatures, and precipitation as water and snow. Increases in air and ground temperature...
and precipitation were noted by respondents as having adverse (heightened) impacts on infrastructure risk and vulnerability. Changes in wind speed or direction and storm surges seemed to be contextual and dependent on the location of the airport.

These climate parameters were included in the analysis of dangers to airport infrastructure and operations. The dangers most often included in any risk and vulnerability assessments included thaw settlement, drainage system issues with loss of serviceability (flow capacity), bearing capacity, side slope steepening, and rain on snow events in a secondary group. The dangers that were rarely included were thermal erosion, subsurface voids, and active layer detachment landslides. Additionally, airport operations, including visibility and potential weather closures, were not included, partly because the potential danger to airport operations was not highlighted in the questionnaire.
Once the risk and vulnerability assessments were completed, the respondents noted that there was mixed confidence in the results and their usefulness (Figure 12). The most common communication method for presenting the study results was a written report. These results aided decision-making for planning, capital improvements, and maintenance or management adaptations. In the case of some respondents, the assessment results were used in additional analyses such as decision-making analyses, observational analyses, or cost-benefit or cost-effectiveness analyses. Using the number of responses for each category, the methods most often used included cost-benefit or cost-effectiveness analyses, or decision-making methodologies.

The respondents were asked if there were any additional comments about risk and vulnerability assessments for northern infrastructure. The key points in the responses include the following:

- Participation in PIEVC risk assessment workshops are necessary. The respondent noted that due to the lack of participation, they didn’t “feel like the key risks actually came to light.”
- Risk and vulnerability assessments are “a very useful tool.”

---

**Figure 11: Elements of airport infrastructure included in risk and vulnerability assessments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Infrastructure Element</th>
<th>Number of Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Runway</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxiways</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancillary Buildings</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access Roads</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance Operations</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Planning</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Traffic Operations</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 12: Reported respondents’ confidence (A) in the results and usefulness (B) of assessment results**

(A) Reported respondents’ confidence in the results

(B) Reported respondents’ usefulness of assessment results

*Note: 0 = “Not at all confident” and 10 = “Extremely confident”*
8.2.5 Need for a Standard

Among the respondents, there was moderate interest in the standard; 25% of respondents said a standard would be beneficial and an additional 25% noted that their interest in the standard depended on what was included within the analyses. The remaining 50% of the respondents’ interest varied due to:

- Existing internal methodologies;
- Assessments are not conducted or are not often conducted;
- The choice of the standard is defined by the commissioning party; or
- Respondents would need to see if the standard was accepted before considering the methodology.

8.3 Discussion

Overall, the questionnaire was successful and met the goals of the study. The responses to the questionnaire highlighted the variability in the infrastructure, the operations, the types of assessments, the individual needs, and the utility of the results from a variety of perspectives. While the responses were not conclusive when considering individual answers only, the results show the need for a standard. Of the reported risk and vulnerability assessments that have been completed, the methodologies used do not provide sufficient guidance in two very important aspects:

1. Operations and maintenance activities are very difficult to include within the existing analyses’ frameworks; and

2. Once the results become available, little is done.

The respondents of the questionnaire seemed to understand the utility of the results in relation to capital improvement projects and planning for the analyzed infrastructure. However, operations and maintenance activities will be the first line of defense in terms of adapting to climate change. For example, operations will be affected by climate change due to possible changes in prevailing wind directions and visibility, including ceiling height changes, fog prevalence, etc. Similarly, maintenance helps in preventing the deterioration of infrastructure and maintaining the required level of serviceability. However, neither were included in detail in a typical assessment.

Based on the feedback received, there seemed to be a disconnect in the respondents’ use of and confidence in the risk and vulnerability assessments that were completed. Risk and vulnerability assessments are a relatively new tool and, depending on the methodology and the focus of the analysis, can have very different meanings. For example, vulnerability assessments alone only highlight dangers, hazards, or exposure to either or a combination of those. This differs from a risk assessment where the probability of occurrence and its consequence are combined. This again is not the same as assessing the resilience of a system or the infrastructure.

The stakeholder questionnaire indicates that a more holistic risk and vulnerability assessment standard should be created so that the points listed above are addressed in a systematic way and are less dependent on the experience and background of the professionals completing the assessment. This standard should consider the physical infrastructure and its underlying components, as well as the following components:

- The value of the infrastructure to the community;
- The changing demands of the airport (e.g., increasing traffic);
- The role of the airport within the larger northern transportation network;
- The operational conditions of the airport such as visibility (e.g., fog, ceiling height), wind direction, wind speed, whiteouts, surface icing, snow drifting;
- The types of aircraft using the airport (current and projected);
- Operations and maintenance requirements, including equipment (e.g., snowplows, de-icing, runway sanding) and materials (e.g., gravel source, sand, de-icing agent);
- The condition of the access road from the community to the airport; and
- The types of the risk or vulnerability assessment being used, their limitations and how to apply their findings for decision-making and further planning.
Without addressing the components listed above, a new standard may not have the breadth and depth to be widely accepted in practice and may not benefit the various stakeholders.

9.0 Recommendations and Conclusions

A total of 156 airports, of which 67 are located in the Yukon, Northwest Territories, and Nunavut, are situated within Canada's permafrost zones. Of these, 32% can be found in the region with continuous permafrost and 45% in regions with discontinuous permafrost. Most northern airports provide essential connections between communities with air travel being their only year-round option for the transport of people and goods. This study was initiated due to the critical nature of this infrastructure, and because it has not yet influenced decision-makers to systematically support and address the challenges associated with the current state of the infrastructure or its potential resilience to climate change. A literature review and a stakeholder questionnaire were conducted with the goal of determining the existing analysis methodologies for carrying out risk and vulnerability assessments for northern aviation infrastructure considering climate change. While some standards exist for the analysis of infrastructure supported by permafrost, little information is available specifically for northern airports, either pertaining to the physical infrastructure or to the operations and maintenance. Ongoing climate change (i.e., infrastructure deterioration, reductions in winter road seasons) and growing populations in northern communities will result in an increase in the importance of northern airports and consequently the need for resilience to future climate change.

The literature review showed that a small number of risk and vulnerability assessments has been completed to date. However, inconsistencies were identified regarding the assessment methods and associated definitions, the methodology for climate change data inclusion or addressing of climate change projection uncertainties. While the PIEVC protocol, developed under the auspices of Engineers Canada, has been used for northern airport infrastructure, the methodology is not specifically designed for the inclusion of operational and maintenance changes in light of impacts from climate change. From the assessments concluded to date, operations and maintenance have been identified as directly interacting with climate change in a way that results in high levels of risk for northern airports. Nevertheless, there seems to be a lack of action with regards to initiation of adaptation measures as a direct result of the assessments. This could be due to a deficiency in reporting on adaptation measures, not understanding the results, a shortage of funding necessary to act, insufficient confidence in the results, an absence of methods for adapting against climate change adaptation, or an absence of guidance.
Following the literature review, a stakeholder questionnaire was conducted via an online platform on the topic of risk and vulnerability assessments. The results of the questionnaire, which was completed by 27 individuals, including managers, researchers, designers, and regulators, confirmed that risk and vulnerability assessments on climate change are not uncommon (largely by organizations). However, the questionnaire results implied that the outcomes of the assessments are not being used to justify action. This lack of action may be due to multiple factors but likely stems from the subtle differences in the methodologies that affect the interpretation of the results. The results of existing assessments are focused on the airport’s physical infrastructure, but a broader holistic analysis may be more beneficial to stakeholders.

Based on the literature review and the responses from stakeholders, which were confirmed during a project webinar held on May 13, 2020, it is recommended that a specific standard on climate change vulnerability assessments for northern airports should provide concrete guidance on:

- A consistent methodology for the analysis;
- Risk and vulnerability assessment specific terminology;
- Climate parameters and their projected changes that are tailored for short-term (day-to-day operations) and long-term (planning) needs;
- Consideration of uncertainties from the projections and operations (e.g., traffic volumes, aircraft types); and
- How to use the results in a decision-making process as well as in operations and maintenance.

It is important that the assessment not only pertains to the physical infrastructure of an airport but also addresses the full spectrum of operations and maintenance activities. This broader, holistic view ensures that the current and future demands of the airport are met, the resilience identified and the adaptation measures, if required, are provided in an adequate and timely manner. In particular in the North, adequate and well-timed planning is essential as it may take several years to implement certain measures. The widely accepted PIEVC methodology may provide a framework upon which a broadened assessment methodology can be built to provide a holistic analysis method for northern airport infrastructure.

In conclusion, the need for a standard in support of climate change risk and vulnerability assessments has been identified and this need should be specifically tailored for northern airport infrastructure and include the holistic view required for adequate adaptation planning.
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